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UNIX® Shells by Example Fourth EditionPrentice Hall, 2004
  			The world's #1 shell programming book—now fully updated for Linux and more!  		

  			UNIX Shells by Example is the world's #1 shell programming book, from the world's #1 shell programming instructor: Ellie Quigley. In ...
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The Self-Taught Programmer: The Definitive Guide to Programming ProfessionallyIndependent Publishers Group, 2017

	I am a self-taught programmer. After a year of self-study, I learned to program well enough to land a job as a software engineer II at eBay. Once I got there, I realized I was severely under-prepared. I was overwhelmed by the amount of things I needed to know but hadn't learned yet. My journey learning to program, and my experience at my...
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Pro Bash Programming: Scripting the GNU/Linux Shell (Expert's Voice in Linux)Apress, 2009
The bash shell is a complete programming language, not merely a glue to combine external Linux commands. By taking full advantage of shell internals, shell programs can perform as snappily as utilities written in C or other compiled languages. And you will see how, without assuming Unix lore, you can write professional bash 4.0 programs through...
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Learn Raspberry Pi with Linux (Technology in Action)Apress, 2012

	Learn Raspberry Pi with Linux will tell you everything you need to know about the Raspberry Pi's GUI and command line so you can get started doing amazing things. You'll learn how to set up your new Raspberry Pi with a monitor, keyboard and mouse, and you'll discover that what may look unfamiliar in Linux is really very...
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Practical LPIC-1 Linux Certification Study GuideApress, 2016

	
		This book is your complete guide to studying for the Linux Professional Institute's Server Professional (LPIC-1) certification. Every concept, principle, process, and resource that might make an appearance on the exam is fully represented. You will understand every concept by rolling up your sleeves, opening up a terminal,...
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Using and Administering Linux: Volume 1: Zero to SysAdmin: Getting StartedApress, 2019

	
		Become a Linux sysadmin and expert user of Linux, even with no previous Linux experience and learn to manage complex systems with ease.  Volume 1 of this three volume training course introduces operating systems in general and Linux in particular. It briefly explores the The Linux Philosophy for SysAdmins in preparation for the...
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A Practical Guide to Ubuntu LinuxPrentice Hall, 2007
Ubuntu Linux is a state-of-the-art operating system, and you need a book that’s just as advanced. Along with being the most comprehensive reference to installing, configuring, and working with Ubuntu, A Practical Guide to Ubuntu Linux® also provides extensive server coverage you won’t find in any...
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Learning Linux Shell ScriptingPackt Publishing, 2015

	
		Unleash the power of shell scripts to solve real-world problems by breaking through the practice of writing tedious code 

	
		About This Book

		
			Learn how to efficiently and effectively build shell scripts and develop advanced applications with this handy book
	
			Develop high...
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Linux Shell Scripting with BashSams Publishing, 2004
With the proliferation of Linux as both a server and desktop operating system, users are looking for more advanced methods of getting up and running quickly and efficiently solving problems. The most powerful way of achieving this is to employ the command line interface known as the shell. Bash, the Bourne Again Shell, is the most popular Linux...
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Beginning Portable Shell Scripting: From Novice to Professional (Expert's Voice in Open Source)Apress, 2008
Portable shell scripting is today the future of modern Linux, OS X, and Unix command–line access. Beginning Portable Shell Scripting: From Novice to Professional teaches shell scripting by using the common core of most shells and expands those principles to all of scripting.
You will learn about portable scripting and how to use...
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Beginning Mac OS X Snow Leopard ProgrammingWrox Press, 2010

	A solid introduction to programming on the Mac OS X Snow Leopard platform


	The Mac OS X Snow Leopard system comes with everything you need in its complete set of development tools and resources. However, finding where to begin can be challenging. This book serves as an ideal starting point for programming on the Mac OS X Snow...
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CompTIA Linux+ Certification Study Guide (2009 Exam): Exam XK0-003Syngress Publishing, 2009

	CompTIA's Linux+ certification is a globally-recognized, vendor neutral exam. The Linux+ exam (XK1-003) is a substantive revision with updates on applications, networking, and security. Our new study guide is aligned to cover all of the material of the updated 2009 exam with special attention to the new topics including troubleshooting...
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